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ABSTRACT 
Recent developments in rotor dynamics technology are 
providing significant improvements in the correlation between 
theoretical analyses and actual rotor vibration response for 
mechanical drive steam turbines. 
These developments involve analytical and experimental 
studies of tilting pad bearings, bearing supports, and steam 
force reactions. 
The bearing analysis has been m odified to include oil 
temperature ,  thermal gradient, and pressure loading effects 
which exist during normal operation . Pad pivot deflections, hot 
preload, and oil viscosity e f ects cause variations in the dynam­
ic characteristics of the bearing. The resulting changes  in the 
stiffness and damping coefficients are e valuated for the tilting 
pad bearings of a high speed turbine. 
Bearing support structures, including special foundations, 
have been tested to determine their m echanical impedance as 
a function of frequency. The test results have been converted 
into analytical repre sentations for use in the rotor dynamics 
analyses. The theoretical effects of dynamic support systems on 
the rotor vibration response are presented and compared. 
Examples of typical steam turbine  designs of different 
sizes and speeds have been analyzed,  u sing the new concepts. 
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In each case, special response tests were conducted in which 
unbalance weights were installed in the rotor and the resultant 
changes in orbital vibration vectors were determined.  The 
correlations between calculated and actual shaft amplitudes are 
shown for each case. 
Bearing reactions are affected by directional steam forces 
which exist during turbine operation with partial arc steam 
admission . Recent analyses show the interaction of gravity and 
steam force vectors causing changes in the bearing oil film 
characteristics. This condition will not be evident in a routine 
no-load factory test, but m ay produce significant changes in 
rotor vibration for a turbine in service. Some field observations 
for turbines operating with load are presented to substantiate 
the analysis. 
INTRODUCTION 
Rotor Dynamics Background 
Rotor dynamics technology as it exists today is the cumula­
tive result of developments in each of the three major compo­
nents of the total rotor dynamics system . The first of the 
components to be studied was the rotor. Rotor analysis began 
with the calculation of shaft fundamental natural frequencies 
by Rankine in 1869 [ 1 ]. A major milestone was the analysis of 
the vibration of a single disk due to an unbalance force b y  
Jeffcott i n  1 91 9  [2]. For m any years after this, however, the 
calculation of critical speeds was still limited to fundamental 
modes except for the simplest of rotors. 
The modern era of rotor dynamics began in 1 944 when 
Prohl developed a general m ethod for calculating critical 
speeds of turbine rotors [3]. In that year, the same basic 
method, as applied to transverse beam vibration, was pub­
lished by  Myklestad as the result of an independent study [ 4]. 
For the first time, any rotor could be represented by a mathe­
matical model that closely resembled the actual geometry. 
There was no need for the simplifying assumptions required by  
previous methods. The second and higher critical speeds and 
mode shapes could now be calculated as easily as the first . The 
iterative nature of the m ethod lent itself to the use of large 
digital computers which were being developed .  Within ten 
years, the critical speed program had been modified to add 
provisions for damping, asymmetric bearings and supports, 
and unbalance forces. The capability then existed for making 
calculations of synchronous rotor vibration response to added 
unbalance. The same general method is still being used for 
rotor analysis. 
Analysis of the bearing component lagged the rotor analy­
sis for many years. ·Some experimentally derived stiffness and 
damping coefficients became available in 1 958 [5] but it was 
not until the mid-60's that the advent of high speed, high 
capacity computers m ade it practical to perform the theoretical 
analyses of bearing oil films without the need for many sim­
plifying assumptions that were previously required [6] [7]. 
From that time on, there was remarkable progress in bearing 
analyses to more realistically represent the hydrodynamic o il 
film . Refinements and improvements continue to be m ade. An 
example of a recent development is described in this paper. 
The stationary structure that supports the bearings is the 
third major component of the rotor dynamics system. The 
dynamic characteristics of the total support structure can have 
an appreciable effect on rotor response, depending primarily 
on the interactions between the oil-film coefficients and the 
dynamic stiffness of the supports. 
The fact that rotor support flexibility reduced the first 
critical speed had been recognized for a long time. It was 
generally accounted for by static  bearing deflections [8]. This 
concept was later extepded to higher critical speeds, but 
produced large discrepancies in the prediction of actual critical 
speeds because of the omission of dynamic effects. To over­
come this lack, the "dyn amic stiffness method" was developed 
in 1958 [9]. This concept combined the bearing  and support 
characteristics into equivalent dynamic stiffnesses as a function 
of rotor speed. The concept is still used in preliminary design 
work to produce "critical speed m aps" that evaluate the dy­
namic compatibility between the rotor and its supports. 
The development of new b earing analysis m ethods neces­
sitated complementary developm ents in the b earing support 
area. Early attempts at m athematical analyses of supports were 
not successful in representing the complexity of the various 
connected structures that actually exist between the bearings 
and solid ground. As a result ,  mechanical impedance test 
procedures and equipm ent were developed [ 1 0] with which 
the dynamic characteristics of t he total support structure were 
measured at the bearing interface. One of the recent develop­
ments in the application of m echanical imped an ce test data to 
rotor dynamics analysis is described in this p ap er. 
Experimental Verification 
Special rotor response tests are conducted in the factory in 
order to measure the orbital shaft amplitudes caused by unba­
lance weights and compare them to the calculated amplitudes 
for acceptable correlation .  
The dynamic stiffness and damping characteristics of the 
bearings are confirmed in a special laboratory test facility 
which was developed for this express purpose.  Measurements 
are made to define journal orbit motions for different types of 
bearings with various m agnitud es of steady and whirling forces 
applied .  The journal can be run at any speed up to 4500 rpm 
and the test section can accommodate a 7 inch diameter 
bearing. The m agnitude and d irection of the steady force is 
controllable as well as the magnitude of the whirling force. The 
desired Sommerfeld and Reynolds numbers are obtained by 
suitable combinations of oil viscosity and bearing load .  
The shaft orbits predicted b y  the bearing analyses, using 
calculated stiffness and damping coefficients, are compared to 
the orbits determined by test . The correlation b etween them is 
a measure of the accuracy of the calculated coefficients. As a 
consequence of the laboratory t est results, the b asic analytical 
bearing model has been modified to include the effects of local 
elastic deflections of tilting pad contact surfaces, thermal dis­
tortions of pads, and fluid inertia .  
The dynamic characteristics of the bearing supports are 
derived from impedance tests which are m ad e  on fully assem­
bled turbines. The turbines are installed on special test founda­
tions which are intended to simu late the relatively m assive, 
reinforced concrete structures typical of field installations. The 
same special factory test foundations are also u sed for the rotor 
response tests. 
Practical Application 
The basic design philosophy for rotors, b earings, and 
supports is to consider the effects of each o n  the vibration 
response of the total rotor dyn amics system . Rotors are de­
signed to be stiff  relative to the b earings. Shaft end overhang 
lengths and coupling weights are minimized .  Bearing supports 
are designed to be stiffer than required for m echanical or  
alignment considerations. Bearing type, size, and clearance are 
selected because of the dynamic oil film characteristics as well 
as for losses, o il flows, and tem perature rises. 
Because so m any design decisions are b ased on rotor 
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dynamics analyses, it is extremely important that the validity of 
the calculated responses be established.  This can only be done 
for the total rotor dynamics system by accurate response 
testing of complete turbines. The emphasis is on measurement 
of absolute shaft motions so that orbital amplitudes may be 
directly compared to calculated values. 
As more sophisticated analyses are developed and ap­
plied, the effects of the various components in the system can 
be segregated with more certainty. A better understanding of 
component effects will emphasize areas in which design mod­
ifications can be made to reduce rotor response .  
BEARING ANALYSIS 
The usual analysis used for calculating stiffness and damp­
ing coefficients of journal bearings includes simplifying as­
sumptions such as: 
l. Journal pads are infinitely stiff in the radial direction . 
2. Pad contours and bearing clearances are not affected by 
operating conditions. 
Recent developments outlined below are used to evaluate 
a bearing's dynamic properties with more realistic conditions. 
Hertzian Effects 
The assumption that the pad is infinitely stiff has a signifi­
cant effect on a bearing's stiffness and damping coefficients [ 1 1 ]  
[ 12]. The local elastic deflection a t  the pad contact point due  to 
Hertz stresses acts as a spring combined with the oil film 
stiffness and damping characteristics, as shown in Figure 1 .  
This additional flexibility reduces the effective stiffness and 
damping of each pad and therefore of the entire bearing. It is 
important to note that special account should be taken for the 
various bearing pad pivot designs. The pivot configuration and 
contact profile can have a significant impact on the stiffuess and 
damping contribution from the Hertzian effect.  For example, 
line contact pivots are stiffer than point contact pivots. 
BEARING SUPPORT SYSTEM 
HERTZIAN 
STIFFNESS 
Figure 1 . Schematic Sketch of Bearing Oil Film and Bearing 
Support Stiffness and Damping Model. 
A common practice for including the Hertzian effect has 
been to reduce the total stiffuess values assumed for the 
bearing supports. Having calculated the oil film characteristics, 
the total bearing support stiffnesses could be derived by adjust­
ing them until the calculated response to unbalance curve 
correlated with measured data. This calibration is los t  when 
either the bearing type or bearing supports are changed .  To 
properly account for Hertzian deflection, the stiffuess and 
damping coefficients must be determined for each particular 
pivot geometry in addition to journal and pad geometry. 
Standard published data for oil films cannot be use d  directly. 
The interaction of pivot flexibility and the oil fil m  is more 
complex than simply adding an additional stiffuess in  series  
with the unmodified bearing data. Figure 1 sim p li stically 
shows the Hertzian stiffuess in series with oil film stiffne ss and 
damping coefficients. When the Hertzian deflections are con­
sidered in the analysis, all of the oil film coefficients will be 
modified because the deflected pad changes the position of the 
journal relative to the other adjacent pads. 
Besides pivot configuration, considerable variation is 
found in the characteristics of tilt pad bearings depending on 
how the pivot is physically attached to the pad . Some pad 
designs have the pivot integral with the pad . For such config­
urations a calculated Hertzian deflection will result in accurate 
stiffness predictions. Other designs have one or m o re shims 
between the pivot and the pad to enable better dimensional 
control of bearing clearances. These pieces are not  all in 
theoretically perfect contact because of surface finish, surface 
films, or slight deviations in the contours of mating surfaces. 
Under these conditions, the stiffuess characteristics are re­
duced from the theoretical Hertzian value (see Figure 2) . This 
is a significant effect in further reducing stiffuess and damping 
of the bearing. On such ass em bled tilting pad designs t he load­
deflection characteristic must be experimentally determined 
and included in the bearing analysis. 
Hot Preload 
There are thermal effects which occur in operation due to 
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Figure 2. Comparison of Theoretical and Actual Force­
Deflection Characteristic for Non-Integral Tilting Pad Pivot 
Construction. 
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differences in temperature of the various components as shoV�<n 
in Figure 3. The actual running clearance is reduced because 
the shaft and pads are hotter than the bearing housing. In 
addition to the slight decrease in clearance, the temperature 
gradient across the pad causes an increase in the pad's radius of 
curvature .  The net effect is to create preload at operating 
conditions even though the rotor/bearing combination was 
initially assembled with zero preload. 
The radii of pads in the bearing lower half increase slightly 
due to bending from static pressure considerations. Estimates 
can be made of this change by applying appropriate pressure 
distributions on the pad. The total hot preload is the result of 
both thermal and pressure distortions during normal opera­
tion. The hot preload for a typical 5 LBP (5 pads,  with load 
between pads) bearing used in a turbine with a maximum 
operating speed of 1 1 , 000 rpm is shown in Figure 4. The 
preload has been calculated based on actual measured pad 
temperature data and,  as shown, can be significant .  The pre­
load ratio is defined as the "assembled clearance" divided by 
the "machined clearance". For a nominal design preload of 
zero, the preload ratio equals 1 and the assembled clearance is 
equal to the machined clearance. In operation, the hot preload 
is the result of a slight decrease in the assembled clearance and 
an increase in the pad radius as machined. This is the ratio 
shown in Figure 4, labelled "as modified in operation". For a 
bearing design, with a nominal zero preload, the machining 
tolerances for journals, pads and bearing housings can accumu­
late in extremes to produce either positive or negative preload . 
The magnitude, however, is less than the hot preload value 
and the bearing will always run with some amount of positive 
preload. 
Oil Viscosity 
Another effect that influences the dynamic characteristics 
of tilting pad journal bearings is the change in oil viscosity with 
oil film temperature .  The oil film temperature may be derived 
from journal pad temperature measurements. [ 13] Figure 5 
shows how the pad temperature increases with speed. Journal­
bearing thermocouples are typically located on the loaded pad 
COMPONENT TEMPERATURE PROFILE 
ROTOR SHAFT 
140° TEMPERATURE IN •F 
BEARING HOUSING 
Figure 3. Operating Temperature Profile of Elements of High 
Speed Turbine Bearing. 
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Figure 5. Variation of Pad Temperature with Shaft Speed for 
High Speed Turbine. 
toward the pad trailing edge where the mm1mum oil film 
thickness is expected . The actual local oil film temperature is 
higher than the measured pad temperature and can be es­
timated from heat balance considerations. It i s  necessary to 
know how the oil film temperature varies along the load pads in 
order to establish a realistic oil viscosity. This  i s  a complex heat 
transfer problem . The oil entering each pad i s  not at supply 
temperature but at an intermediate value due to the mixing of 
cooler supply oil and the hotter oil film adhering to the journal. 
An increas ing oil temperature along the pad, as shown in 
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Figure 3 ,  can be assumed when calculating s tiffness and damp­
ing coefficients .  
Dynamic Coefficients 
Figures 6 and 7 illustrate changes in the direct stiffness 
and damping coefficients for· a particular bearing when the 
above effects are considered, as compared to the results of 
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conventional calculations .  (The cross-coupling terms for the 
tilting pad bearing are extremely small relative to the direct 
terms and are of very little s ignificance in the analys i s . ) The 
relative significance of the different effects will vary d epending 
on the specific applications. To improve the agreement  in the 
prediction of turbine resonances with respect to location and 
amplitude all of these effects should be included in the calcula­
tion procedure, since it may not be known prior to initial 
calculation which are the most significant. This is consistent 
with the observation that the resultant change in rotor re­
sponse is a function of the total sys tem and cannot be pre­
determined with any certainty by con sideration of the bearing 
characteristics alone .  
BEARING SUPPORTS 
The dynamic characteristics of the structure that supports 
the bearings can have an appreciable effect on rotor response. 
The support theoretically includes all of the mechanical ele­
ments installed between the oil film and the earth. Part of this 
is a function of the turbine design; the other part is in the 
foundation design.  
Turbine Components 
The turbine casing support at the thrust bearin g  end  of the 
turbine is usually a flex-plate design as shown in Figure 8. It 
accommodates axial thermal expansion s  by bending, but is stiff 
in the vertical and transverse direction s .  The flex-plate compo­
nent is a weldment with provisions for bolting to the bearing 
housing and to the foundation sole p late. 
The bearing support at the drive end of conden s ing tur­
bines includes the exhaust casing wall and the integral casing 
support feet. The support feet are free to move transversely to 
accommodate casing thermal expansions ,  and they are keyed to 
resist axial movement. Considerable design effort has been 
made to achieve increased stiffness  in  the transmission path 
from the drive end bearing, through the back wall ,  and into the 
casing support feet. 
One of the important reasons for maximizing s tiffness 
between the bearings and the foundation is that i t  optimizes 
the inherent damping characteristics within the bearing oil film 
due to the relative motion between the journal and the 
bearing. 
FRONT 
STANDARD 
Turbine Casing Supports 
);\HIGH-PRESSU R E  
FLEX L E G  SUPPORT 
SLIDING 
FOOT SUPPORT 
AND TRANSVERSE 
KEY 
Figure 8. Casing Support Construction for Typical Condens­
ing Turbine. Flex Plates at High Pressure End, Supports 
Integral with Casing at Low Pressure End. 
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Foundations 
The most common foundation designs are relatively mas­
sive , reinforced concrete s tructures that present a high imped­
ance to the turbine at the connection points . In this respect, 
they are dynamically similar to the special bases that support 
the turbine during vibration response tests run in the factory .  
The experience has been that the factory test results have been 
predictive of subsequent operation in the field . 
Impedance Testing 
The total bearing support s tructure is complex. Thus,  its 
dynamic characteristics are difficult to represent and analyze 
with a complicated mathematical model . In the past, reason­
able correlation was obtained between rotor dynamics analyses 
and unbalance vibration response tests when a simple approxi­
mation of support stiffness was used. 
The support stiffness was based on static deflection, either 
measured or estimated. In a later development, the dynamic 
characteristics of turbine bearing support structures were de­
termined by impedance testing. In these tests , an alternating 
force of variable frequency is applied to a location on the 
structure and the resulting vibratory motion is measured at the 
same point and in the same direction . The ratio of the force and 
vibration vectors is referred to as the direct or driving point 
impedance . Any one of several different ratios can be used to 
dynamically characterize a structure . Ratios of force to acceler­
ation, velocity, or displacement are respectively defined as 
Dynamic Mass ,  Mechanical Impedance, or Dynamic Stiffness .  
The test  data has  been obtained in terms of Mehanical Imped­
ance . 
Since the ratios are related to each other by frequency, a 
single plot of Mechanical Impedance vs .  Frequency will also 
display Dynamic Stiffness and Mass .  
Various types o f  equipment are commercially available to 
perform impedance testing. An electrohydraulic inertial mass 
force system has been successfully used to test turbine bearing 
support structures as shown in Figure 9 .  It is capable of 
developing an alternating force of 1000 lbs . ,  peak-to-peak, over 
a frequency range from about 30 to 300 Hz.  The physical size of 
the shaker (55 lbs . inertial mass) is compatible with the size and 
mass of the turbine structures .  The shaker force is capable of 
Figure 9. Hydraulic Shaker Mounted Within Low Pressure 
End Bearing Housing of Large, Medium Speed Turbine. Vi­
bratory Force is Applied in Vertical Direction. 
producing sufficient motion so that transducer sensitivity is not 
an issue. At the same time, the shaker is smal l  enough to fit 
within the bearing bracket so that the measured impedance is 
close to what the rotor system will experience . 
In addition to measuring the direct or d riving point im­
pedances ,  transfer impedances were also measured. A transfer  
impedance is the  ratio of the  driving force a t  the  bearing to the 
motion at another  location on the structure or in a different 
direction than the driving force .  Transfer impedances from one 
bearing support to the other were measured, as well as the 
cross impedance from the driving force at a point to the motion 
normal to the driving force direction at the same point. In both 
cases ,  the general level of these transfer  impedances was 
substantially greater  than the direct impedances .  
This provided a simplification of  the  bearin g  support since 
cross-coupling effects could be neglected and each bearing 
support could be considered independent of the other. 
A typical impedance plot is shown in Figure 10  for the 
drive end bearing support of a turbine .  The exciting force was 
applied at the bearing location in the vertical direction, and the 
motion was measured at the same location and in the same 
direction . The ratio of driving force to vibration velocity is the 
direct or driving point impedance .  
The ordinate scale is the  mechanical impedance ratio 
which is pounds of force divided by velocity in inches per 
second.  The abscissa is  frequency in Hertz . The diagonals 
which slope downward to the right are dynamic s tiffness ratios 
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which are pounds of force divided by amplitude in inches.  The 
diagonals which slope upward to the right are effective mass 
lines in pounds of weight. E ach  valley in the impedance plot is 
a resonant frequency, and each peak is an antiresonant fre­
quency. At the resonant frequencies ,  the supporting structure 
presents a lower impedance (dynamic stiffuess) to the rotor 
bearing, oil-film system at the interface between them. This 
means that the unbalance force transmitted from the rotor will 
cause an increase in bearing b racket amplitude at that frequen­
cy. The opposite is  true at the antiresonant frequencies .  In this 
case,  the dynamic stiffuess at the bearing bracket is high, 
which results in a decrease in bracket amplitude due to rotor 
unbalance forces .  The m echanical impedance at the bottom of 
each valley is the system damping at that frequency. The 
nearly constant dynamic stiffuess at low frequencies extends to 
the s tatic stiffuess value. 
Mathematical Representations 
The first use of the impedance test data was to derive 
average dynamic stiffness  values for applicable frequency 
ranges .  It  was determined, however, that the effects of mass 
and damping should be included,  as well as stiffuess .  Accord­
ingly, simple spring-mass-damper models are now being used 
to simulate the impedance test results for different discrete 
speed ranges. 
The mechanical impedance data of Figure lO is replotted 
in Figures 11 and 12 as dynamic stiffuess vs . operating speed. 
In Figure 1 1 ,  the general variation of dynamic stiffness 
with speed is approximated by l ines of constant s tiffuess within 
discrete speed ranges .  Figure 12 illustrates the use of different 
spring-mass-damper models within discrete speed ranges 
where major resonances occur. The calculated dynamic stiff­
nesses of the simple models simulate the actual impedance 
data as shown by the dashed lines in Figure 12 .  
In the past, i t  was recognized that, in  many cases ,  the 
effects of bearing supports had to be included in the rotor 
dynamics analysis in combination with the bearing oil film 
characteristics. The concept of a rigid or extremely stiff support 
is not valid from a realistic s tandpoint but such an assumption 
has provided reasonable correlations between calculated and 
test responses when the bearing  oil film was flexible relative to 
the support .  In these  case s ,  the oil film characteri s tics 
dominated the system response and it didn't make much 
difference whether or not the support stiffness was included in 
the analysis . In many other cases ,  however, the correlation was 
improved by representing the supports by simple vertical and 
horizontal springs having the same static s tiffness value for 
both bearing supports in both directions. 
Impedance testing provided a greater  insight into the 
dynamic behavior of different supports and provided more 
realistic s tiffness values for vertical and horizontal directions .  
A more recent development is the representation of each 
bearing support in the vertical and horizontal directions by 
different spring-mass-damper models to simulate actual im­
pedance data within discrete speed intervals over the entire 
speed range. Figure 13 shows the differences in calculated 
response for a large,  medium speed turbine due solely to the 
manner in which the bearing supports were represented. The 
bearing oil film coefficients have been calculated as described 
in Section II .  The unbalance is added to the LP (low pressure 
shaft end) drive coupling. The shaft amplitude near the adja­
cent LP bearing is plotted. The "constant s tiffuess" response 
curve was calculated using a constant stiffuess value of 6 x 106 
lbs. /in. in the vertical and horizontal directions for the HP 
(high pressure end) and LP bearing supports .  The "springs 
only" response curve was calculated using stiffuesses which 
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Figure 11. Mechanical Impedance Test Data from Figure 10, 
Replotted as Dynamic Stiffness vs. Speed. Horizontal Dashed 
Lines are Stiffnesses Used in Response Calculations. 
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Figure 12. Mechanical Impedance Test Data from Figure 10, 
Replotted as Dynamic Stiffness vs. Speed. Different Spring­
Mass-Damper Models Used for Discrete Speed Intervals in 
Response Calculations Produce Stiffnesses Shown by Dashed 
Lines. 
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varied in accordance with the general variations in the dynamic 
stiffness as derived from impedance testing. For example, 
Figure 11 shows the stiffness values for the LP support in the 
vertical direction. Table 1 lists stiffnesses and applicable speed 
ranges. Note the substantial difference in Figure 13 between 
the "springs only" curve and the "constant stiffness" curve. 
This is unexpected in view of the fact that the stiffness values in 
both calculations are the same order of magnitude. It should be 
noted, however, that the direct s tiffnesses of the bearing oil 
films are between 3 x 106 and 4 x 106 lbs/in. over the speed 
range. The interaction with the supports ,  therefore, has a 
significant effect. 
The third curve in Figure 13  is the response curve when 
each bearing support is represented, in the vertical and hori­
zontal directions, by simple spring-mass-damper models with­
in different speed ranges.  
The comparisons between calculated and test responses 
are shown in Figures 14, 15 and 23. 
The three support configurations were evaluated for HP 
and LP bearing locations in terms of correlation between 
calculated and test responses. The constant stiffness supports 
produce reasonable correlation at the LP bearing but not as 
good at the HP bearing. When the support impedances are 
represented by springs alone ,  the correlation is poor at both 
TABLE 1. SUPPORT STIFFNESS  RANGES. 
K x 106 lbs/in Speed, RPM 
HP Bearing: 
Vertical 2.0 0-3900 
4.0 3900-6900 
Horizontal 5.0 0-3750 
10 . 0  3750-5200 
LP Bearing: 
Vertical 9.0 0-3250 
4.0 3250-4550 
Horizontal 2.5 0-2850 
3.5 2850-4050 
VIBRATION RESPONSE TO UNBALANCE 
COMPARISON OF SUPPORT MODELS 
0 
0 
CALCULATED RESPONSE 
AT LOW-PRESSURE BEARING 
-·- S PRING, MASS, DAM P E R  
-- S P R INGS ONLY 
----- CONSTANT STIFFNESS 
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SPEED ( R PM X 103) 
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Figure 1 3. Comparison of Responses Using Different Repre­
sentations of Bearing Supports. "Springs Only" and "Spring­
Mass-Damper" Models Derived as in Figures 1 1  and 12.  
"Constant Stiffness" Model is  Spring with 6 x 1 06 lbs . lin. 
Stiffness in Both Directions at all Speeds. Bearing Oil Film 
Coefficients are the Same for all Three Curves. 
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Figure 1 5. Response Correlation for Large, Medium Speed 
Turbine Using "Springs Only" Stiffnesses for Bearing Sup­
ports Derived as in Figure 1 1  and as Listed in Table 1 for 
Different Directions and Speeds. 
bearings. With spring-mass-damper models, the correlation is 
reasonably good at both bearings .  
Field Test 
It has been shown that the bearing supports can have an 
influence on rotor response. The total bearing support has two 
major components: the turbine s tructure and the foundation. 
In the analysis ,  the components are combined into one repre­
sentation of the total support which includes the factory test 
foundation. To minimize the effect of the factory test founda­
tion on rotor response ,  the test pedestals are designed to be  as 
massive and rigid as practical. They are steel ,  concrete-filled, 
structures which extend beyond the actual turbine supports 
and have minimum heights above the steel  factory floor com­
patible with the test facility piping access requirements. 
The overall experience with turbines in service indicates 
that typical, reinforced-concrete turbine-compressor decks in 
the field are probably dynamically similar to the factory test 
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foundations. This is pri rnarily based on observations of first 
critical speeds and the general behavior of operating turbines. 
There have not been any opportunities to actually conduct 
rotor response to unbalance tests in the field for direct com­
parison with factory tests. Recently, however, a rotor balance 
operation was performed on a high speed turhine in service, 
during which a trial weight \Vas installed in a mid-span balance 
plane. Vibration data was obtained at three different speeds 
within the operating range. This turbine had previously been 
response tested in the factory with uubalance added in the 
same mid-span plane. The comparison between factory and 
field response for the same amount of added IJnbalance is 
shown in Figure 16. The correlation between the hctory and 
field tests is extremely dos t; at the three balance speeds and 
the trend of the vibration amplitudes with speed is the same for 
both tests. This is  veritlcation that. in this case. the actual 
foundation component of the total bearing support did nut 
significantly afl(�ct total rotor response as measured nsing the 
factory test f(mndations. 
HOTOR VJBHATJON HESPONSE 
TO UNBA.LANCE FORCES 
Design. Analysis 
Normallv, when the total rotor lateral vibration aualvsis is 
ped(Jnncd, tl
,
te utmrhcr, s ize and location of the stages ,  ar;d the 
hearing span have been established by application and eHlcien­
cy requirements. This leaves changes in hearing type and size, 
shaft diameters ami shaft end overhangs lo improve lateral 
response characteristics .  These  characteristics include shaft 
resonant speed.s, and respunse to unbalance. The basic design 
philosophy is to avoid rotor critieals in the operating speed 
range, if praetical, and provide su Jhcicnt damping in the 
system to make the rotor insensitive to unbalance. vVith a rotor 
design that is relatively still� the inHm·nc·e of changes in shat\ 
diameters does not significantly change the critical speed 
locations . This is particularly true for first critkak Second and 
third critieals are influenced by the amount of overhung weight 
at the coupling end. The dfect of overhung weight can be 
miuimized by bringing the coupling as close to the bearing 
centerline as possible, minimizing the use of adapters hetwecn 
the coupling and the shaft and 1ninimizing the weight of the 
coupling. 
VIBRATION RESPONSE TO UNBALANCE 
FACTORY TEST VS FIELD TEST 
UNBALANCE AT MID·SPAN 
TURBINE ON FACTORY TEST FOUNDATION: 
--+-- HIGH-PRESSURE BEARING 
-- LOW-PRESSURE BEARING 
TURBINE ON CUSTOMER FOUNDATION: 
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10 11 12 
Figure 16. Response Conrparison for High Speed, High Power 
Turbine as Tested in the Factory and in the Field. Field Data 
Shown at 7600, 10,000, and 11,100 RP.M. 
H.otor response is evaluated by calculating the hnced 
response to unbalance versus speed. This is strongly influ­
enced by the type of bearing used. Tilting pad journal b earings 
will usually give a lower response to unbalance than fixed arc 
bearings. The optimum number of pads and the orien tation for 
tilting pad journal bearings is a fimction of the speed and the 
mode shape of the rotor. The actual diameter and LID ratio is 
established to give a projected static j ournal loading between 
100 to 200 psi which normally gives suflicient margin f(Jr 
increased loading changes due to partial are eflects as  de­
scribed in Section V. The best design i s  obtained by checking 
all tilting pad desigus with the same unbalance, rotor geometry 
and support characteristics. From response versus speed 
curves for each configuration the best  design can b e  chosen.  
For the most accurate predictions, the refinements described 
in Sections II and III Oll bearings and s upports must b e  used. 
The assumed amount of unbalance ,  i t s  location, and the 
aeeeptahle  vihration level at the bearings are based o n  experi­
ence. Several loeations are checked depending on the mode 
shape of the critical bein� investigated .  For first criticals ,  thl' 
weight is placed at mid-span . The a111ount of unbalance is a 
function of the maximum speed and rotor weight. 
For second criticals ,  the unbalance is placed at the cou­
pling end. For double end drives ,  a n  additional calculation is 
made with the unbalance placed at the II P end coupl ing. The 
assmncd <lill01mt of unbalance is a fund ion of the half coupling 
weight as well as the speecL 
l.n addition to wsponse at the hearings, all close c l earance 
points along the rotor must be checked  hn possible r u hs at all 
speeds up to trip speed. 
Test l'rocedu res 
Before addres s ing  how predic,tecl rotor response  compares 
with actHal test results, il is worthwhile to review how vibra­
tion data can be obtained to give repeatable results. F igure 17 
shows the required vibration transducer arrangement  f(Jr re­
sponse testing. This includes a one per rev pulse generator on 
the rotor with a corresponding p.ickup , two proximity probes 
spacc)d 90" apart uear the bearing at each end ftlr relative shah 
motion with respect to the bearing support bracket ,  and  seis­
mic probes next to each shaft relative p robe to detect absolute 
bracket moUorL The· shafi: probes are the non-contacting, eddy 
current t�,:pe which are used to measure both peak-to-peak 
amplitude and phase relationship s .  \Vith this combination of 
VIBRATION PROBE CONFIGURATION 
SEISMIC 
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SHAFT 
SEISMIC P R�tBE �DISP��g��ENT 
lP END 
BEARING CAP , " >. 
" X� .., 
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HP END 't/(",,?1 
BEARING CAP' . ·. 
1 ', 
/ 
SHAFT 
DISPLACEMENT 
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ROTOR ONE PER REVOLUTION 
NOTCH PICKUP 
Figure 17. Schematic Sketch of Required Probe Arrangement 
for Testing Rotor Response to Added Unbalance. 
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instrumentation, absolute shaft orbits can be calculated using 
the shaft vibration readings relative to the bearing, and the 
bracket vibration readings. The amplitudes and phase angles 
are vectorially combined for each of the four sets of relative 
shaft and absolute bracket probes to obtain the absolute motion 
of the rotor. M any commercially available programs compute 
forced response to unbalance in terms of absolute shaft motion. 
If there is appreciable bracket motion, then the absolute shaft 
orbit can be significantly different from that obtained using 
relative shaft probes only. 
Prior to the start of the test the turbine is inspected for 
adequate and rigid support, sufficient bearing cap pinch fit 
and, in the case of tilting pad journal bearings, pads which are 
free to follow the motion of the rotor. The journals and 
bearings are measured and dimensions recorded so that the 
actual bearing test clearances are known. The rotor has a 
dummy coupling attached to the driving end to simulate the 
overhung weight of the actual coupling in service.  Experience 
has shown that each of the above items can have a significant 
effect on the amplitude of vibration and the location of criticals. 
The response testing consists of two parts. The first part is  
the recording of filtered probe vibration data at speed points of 
interest. The speed range includes points around any critical 
and goes up to trip speed. The number and interval of points 
will vary depending on how many are required to adequately 
describe the response curve. At each speed point, at least 10 to 
15 minutes wil l  be required to allow conditions to stabilize 
before data is recorded. Both bearing inlet oil temperature and 
pressure are held steady during all testing. This first set of data 
defines what is called the reference run. The reference data 
represents rotor vibration due to residual unbalance. 
To establish unbalance response, several locations are 
tested with unbalance weights depending on the mode shape 
of the critical being investigated. The amount and location of 
unbalance was previously described in the design analysis 
section. 
The amount of added unbalance should be large enough to 
cause a sizeable (at least 2 mils) vector change in response 
during the unbalance run. This requirement increases the 
accuracy of the response test by minimizing the effects of 
instrumentation inaccuracies and scatter in the repeatability of 
test data. The amount of unbalance weight may be limited if 
there is a possibility of the rotor rubbing during the test. This is 
determined by a calculation made to check the rotor response 
through the entire speed range, including critical speeds that 
must be run through. All close clearance points along the rotor 
are checked for adequate running clearance, in addition to the 
probe and bearing centerline locations. The unbalance weight 
is selected to satisfY both requirements. The goal is to get 
accurate data for comparison with predicted results. The speed 
points recorded during the unbalance run correspond to those 
used during the reference test. 
True response to unbalance can now be determined by 
vectorially subtracting the reference-run filtered readings (am­
plitude and phase) from the unbalance-run readings. The 
vector changes are then used to calculate orbits which are 
caused by the unbalance weight only. S ince the residual 
unbalances and journal surface runouts are the same for both 
sets of data, their influence on response  to added unbalance is 
nullified by looking only at vector change. This method also 
allows arbitrary placement of the weight circumferentially 
within a given unbalance plane, since for reasonable changes in 
vibration level the response changes in a linear fashion. If the 
reference run was not subtracted from the unbalance run, the 
resulting unbalance orbits would differ depending on whether 
the test unbalance weight added to or subtracted from the 
residual unbalance. This can be a sizeable change and would 
not give a true representation of rotor response.  
Correlation o f  Analyses with Test Results 
To demonstrate the correlation between calculated rotor 
vibration response to unbalance and measured values obtained 
in factory response test, two completely different turbines 
were se lected to make the comparisons. As de scribed in Table 
2, Case I is a typical high speed, high power turbine; Case II  is 
typical of a large, medium speed, high power turbine. Cross 
sections of the high speed and medium speed turbines are 
presented as Figures 18 and 19 to illustrate the differences in 
general size and geometry. A series of response tests have been 
run in the factory on each turbine with unbalance added at 
coupling and mid-span locations.  The rotor dynamics analysis 
for each turbine includes all of the recent developments in 
bearing oil film analysis and the modeling of bearing support 
structures using impedance test data. The s e  developments 
have been applied in a consistent manner t o  the different 
bearing sizes and types of bearings, sizes and types of bearing 
supports, and different operating conditions represented by 
these turbines. 
The calculated and test responses for e ach turbine are 
presented in Figures 20 to 24 . The correlation at each bearing 
has been evaluated for the operating speed ranges and also, for 
the first critical speed which actually occurs b elow minimum 
operating speed. 
To quantify the word "correlation", the followirrg simple 
convention has been adopted. The maximum calculated and 
test responses within the operating speed range  are compared. 
The correlation percentage is the lesser of the two maxima 
TABLE 2. 
CAS E  I- HIGH S PE E D, HIGHPOWER TURBINE S  (See 
Cross-Section, Figure 18)  
TYPICAL DESIGN RANGES: 
Rated Horsepowers 
Rated Speeds 
Bearing Spans 
Journal Diameters 
Type of Bearings 
APPLICATION: 
10,000 to 35,000 HP 
7,000 to 12,000 RPM 
70 to  140 IN.  
4 to  8 IN.  
Tilting Pad: 5 pad, l oad  on  pad 
5 pad, load between pad 
4 pad, load between pad 
Single or double end drive, condensing turbines in com­
pressor trains .  M ethanol or ammonia applications.  
CAS E  II- M E D IUM SPEED,  HIGH POW E R  TURBINES 
(See  Cross-Section, Figure 19) 
TYPICAL DESIGN RANGES: 
Rated Horsepower 
Rated Speeds 
Bearing Spans 
Journal Diameters 
Type of Bearings 
APPLICATION: 
30,000 to 70,000 HP 
2,000 to 6,000 RPM 
160  to  230 in. 
8 to 12 in. 
Tilting pad: 5 pad, load on pad 
5 pad, load between pad 
4 pad, load between pad 
S ingle end drive, condensing turbines  in compressor 
trains .  E thylene or LNG applications. 
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Figure 18. Cross-Section of Typical High Speed, High Power 
Turbine Showing Shaft Diameter, Bearing Span, and Shaft 
End Overhang Proportions. 
Figure 19. Cross-Section of Typical Medium Speed, High 
Power Turbine Showing Shaft Diameter, Bearing Span, and 
Shaft End Overhang Proportions. 
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Figure 20. High Speed Turbine Rotor Vibration Response 
Resulting from Unbalance Added at Low Pressure Shaft End 
Coupling. Note Crossover in Responses near 10,500 RPM. 
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Figure 21. High Speed Turbine Rotor Vibration Response 
Resulting from Unbalance Added at Middle of Bearing Span. 
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Figure 22. High Speed Turbine Rotor Vibration Response 
Resulting from Added Unbalance at High Pressure Shaft End 
Coupling. 
VI B RATI O N  RES PO N SE TO UNBALANCE 
CASE II A: LARGE, MEDIUM-SPEED TURBINE 
UNBALANCE AT LOW-PRESSURE COUPLING 
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Figure 23. Medium Speed Turbine Rotor Vibration Response 
Resulting from Added Unbalance at Low Pressure Shaft End 
Coupling. 
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V I B RATIO N R ESPONSE TO U N BALA N C E  
CASE I I  B :  LARGE, MEDIUM-SPEED TURBINE 
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Figure 24. Medium Speed Turbine Rotor Vibration Response 
Resulting from Added Unbalance at Middle of Bearing Span. 
First Critical Speed Response Peak is Shown . 
divided by the highest .  For example, in Figure 20, the max­
imum response within the operating speed range is a cal­
culated value of 5 mil s .  The maximum test response  for the 
same added unbalance is 4 . 4  mils which is 88% correlation . 
Similarly, in Figure 23, the maximum amplitude is a test 
response of 2 . 5  mils while the maximum calculated response is 
2 .0 mils . The correlation,  therefore, is 80% . The quantitative 
correlation percentages are listed in Table 3 for the different 
turbines and unbalance locations .  
This method of evaluation has several advantages .  It as­
sumes that the maximum amplitude within the speed range is 
the most important consideration in the capability of predicting 
response .  This applies whether or not there is a critical speed 
response  within the operating speed range. Poor correlation is 
identified whether the actual test response is too high or too 
low relative to the prediction . This emphasizes the need for 
more realistic and consistent representations of components in 
the rotor dynamics system rather than arbitrary adjustments of 
damping or stiffness parameters to artificially force correla­
tions .  There sometimes is  a tendency to consider a calculation 
acceptable if the actual test amplitude is less than the predicted 
amplitude, which implies some sort of conservatism in the 
calculation method. In fact, the calculation method that pre­
dicts too high is as invalid as the one that predicts too low. 
Furthermore, any arbitrary adjustment of parameters such as 
stiffness or damping will not have a consistent effect on all rotor 
dynamics systems .  It depends on what the specific values are 
and the interactions between various components . For exam­
ple, in Figure 15, the calculated "springs only" response 
correlation could be improved by adjusting the spring s tiff­
nesses or by adding damping. This obscures the basic problem ,  
TABLE 3.  CORRELATION OF CALCULATED V S  TE ST 
RESPONSE.  
Unbalance Correlation 
Figure Case Location % 
20 lA LP Coupling 87% 
2 1  I B  Mid-Span 100 
22 IC HP Coupling 71 
23 IIA LP Coupling 72 
24 IB Mid-Span 95 
however, which is that one or more of the system components 
is not properly represented . Instead, the predicted response 
correlation is improved by using more realistic spring-mass­
damper models for support impedances .  This also produces a 
consistent correlation at both bearings .  
In addition to quantitative correlations ,  there are qualita­
tive aspects which must be considered .  Specifically, the vibra­
tion trends over the speed range and the discrimination be­
tween responses at different bearing location s  are qualitative 
indicators of correlation .  Vibration trends pertain to the gener­
al level of vibration amplitude with changes in speed. It is 
possible to have excellent correlation at the m aximum response 
speed but, at other speeds , the predicted and test responses 
may diverge considerably. This indicates that the correlation 
has been forced at maximum response speed by using artificial 
stiffness or damping assumptions ,  but it  deviates at other 
speeds because the basic rotor dynamics model is  unrealistic . 
Similarly, discrimination between bearing locations means that 
the actual relative amplitudes between bearing locations are as 
predicted. That is, if the calculation predicts a higher am­
plitude at the LP bearing than at the HP bearing ,  the response 
test should show the same relationship. The general vibration 
levels may be different but the relative amplitudes should have 
the same relationship . Another aspect of discrimination is 
when there is a crossover in the amplitude relationship as the 
speed changes .  That i s ,  the highest response may shift from 
one bearing location to the other. If the quantitative correla­
tion, the vibration trends with speed, and the discrimination 
between bearing locations are all good, then the total rotor 
dynamics model is realistic. 
CASE I 
For the LP coupling and the m id-span unbalances (Cases 
lA  and IB), the quantitative correlations of 87 and 100% as 
shown in Table 3 are excellent .  In Figures 20 and 21 the 
vibration trends with speed are in  excellent agreement both in 
overall magnitudes and in the relations between bearings.  
Note in Figure 20, the predicted and test responses both show 
crossovers between bearing location s  near 10 , 500 RPM . For 
the HP coupling unbalance (Case I C), the quantitative correla­
tion is 71% .  The analysis predicts higher amplitudes at max­
imum speed than the actuil test  value s .  As Figure 22 shows, 
the test responses at both bearings appear m ore highly damped 
than the calculated responses as the speed approaches the 3rd 
critical peak. The vibration trend over the speed range and the 
discrimination between bearings ,  however, i s  excellent .  
CASE II 
With LP coupling unbalance ,  Case IIA, the correlation is 
72% as listed in Table 3 .  The response comparisons in Figure 
23 indicate good agreement for the vibration trends and, also, 
for the discrimination between bearings for speeds up to about 
3300 rpm . Above this speed, the test response at the HP 
bearing is less than at the LP bearing while the calculated 
responses are about the same at both bearing s .  
With mid-span unbalance ,  Ca se  liB , the  correlation is 
95% within the operating speed range.  The 1 s t  critical re­
sponse,  as shown in Figure 24, occurs below m inimum opera­
ting speed. 
Evaluation 
The quantitative percentage correlation is primarily in­
tended to indicate whether or  not further refinements or 
modifications are necessary in the total rotor dynamics system 
model or in the analytical methods .  
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The bearing and support component modifications de­
scribed in Sections II and III have been applied in a consistent 
manner to both turbines .  The individual effects on rotor re­
sponse ,  however, are not necessarily consistent but are depen­
dent primarily on the turbine size and speed. For example, the 
bearing changes have a m uch greater effect on the response of 
the high speed turbine than the changes in the support compo­
nent. The reverse is true f<JI· the medium speed turbine. This 
indicates that these recent developments in bearing and sup­
port representations must be  applied concurrently. The repre­
sentations are more realistic than the previous simplifications 
and the cumulative effects produce good correlations. 
The quantitative correlations in Table 3 may also indicate 
where fiJrther improvements might be made. In Case IC (the 
high speed turbine) ,  the predicted response is greater than the 
test response near maximum speed. This suggests that there is 
an additional damping mechanism which is presently unac­
counted for but mav be associated with unbalance at the HP 
coupling of this turl;ine. The assumption that the thrust hear­
ing, which is located at the H P  end, has no effect on lateral 
rotor response could be questioned. 
The ('Omplex interactions between the compmwnts .in a 
rotor dynamics system make it essential that each component 
be represented with a compatible degree of sophistication. It is 
difhcult to judge, with any certainty, what the cumulative 
efhx·ts of various s i1nplifying assurnptions will be on total 
system response. The modular approach to component analysis 
avoids the risk that an erroneorrs assumption in one component 
will be obscured by an equallv erroneous assumption in 
another. If this situation exists , then acceptable correlations 
may he obtained f(>r specific turbines and speeds but Hot f(>r all 
turbines over their operating speed ranges .  
PARTIAL AH.C STEAM ADMISSION E FFECTS 
For many years , it has been the practice of turbine 
designers to arrange the steam control valve opening sequence 
so that the first valve to open will result  in a downward steam 
f(n·ce on the rotor. The reason f()r this was to avoid unloading 
the bearings during s tartup conditions or low load operation 
which might cause undesireable rotor vibration. 
It has also been recognized that the entire control valve 
opening sequence and the partial arc diaphragm stages must be 
considered; e specially in cases where the partial arc steam 
forces are large relative to the rotor weight. [ 14] This could 
push the rotor into a sector of the bearing (Fignre 25) where 
the dynamic characteris tics of the tilting pad hearing could be 
significantly different fi·orn what they would be with only a 
vertical gravity load. The resulting rotor vibration would there­
fore he dependent on the turbine output; where certain load­
ing conditions could result in significant changes in rotor 
response. This phenomenon would not he evident during a no 
load factory test evaluating response to unbalance. Only under 
operating conditions with load could there he cases where the 
partial arc force veetors are large enough to potentially shift the 
rotor loading in the bearing. 
Force Vectors 
A primary source of partial arc forces is the first s tage 
nozzle box as illustrated in Figure 26. vVhile , for thermal 
efficiency reasons,  the nozzle box is sometimes constructed 
with a partial arc, there are other designs where there is 360° 
steam admission when all valves are open. Even with this 
configuration, however, there will be partial arc operation at 
partial load points with one or more valves closed. The other 
sources or partial are forces are the fixed partial arc diaphragms 
T I LTI N G  PA D B EA R I N G  
W I T H  P A R T I A L-A R C  ST EA M A D M I SS I O N  
Figure 25. Rotation of Bearing Force Vector due to Effect of 
Partial Arc Steam Forces . 
Figum 26. Cross-Section of Typical First Stage Partial Arc 
Nozzle Box Showing 6 Valves Controlling Steam Flow to 
Separate Nozzle Arcs. 
that may be used in the steam path fix increased e fficiency.  
The forces on  the rotor resulting from partial arcs are of two 
types; the lateral tangential forces which result ti·mn the torque 
carrying capability of the machine, and the axial thrus t  forces 
due to pressure drops across the partial arc stages .  The latter 
forces are resolved into radial force couples at the bearing 
location s  which are oriented at the centroids of the arcs .  The 
tangential forces act in the same direction at both bearings. 
The impact of partial arc forces on the bearing s  can be 
illustrated graphically by a force vector polar plot as shown in 
Figure 27. In this particular case there are six val ve ports 
totalling 180° steam admission. The order of opening is as 
indicated in the figure. The plot assum e s  operation with the 
first two valves open and a maximim inlet pressure condition. 
vVhile,  in most cases ,  the thrust forces are small relative to the 
tangential torque forces,  they are significant here becaus e  the 
pressure drop across the firs t  stage is high. This produces a 
significant bucket axial thrust  which is resolved into a radial 
force couple at the bearings in a nearly vertical direction. The 
thrust force at the bearings is  normal to  the torque force .  The 
solid lines show the gravity, torque and thrust forces on the 
high pressure bearing which result in a change of approximate­
ly 60° for the resultant force vector and a s light increase in force 
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Figure 27 . Resultant Bearing Load from Combined Gravity, 
Steam Torque, and Thrust Forces. Partial Arc Forces Result 
from First 2 Valves Open and Maximum Inlet Steam Pressure. 
Dashed Lines Show Similar Force Diagram for Other Bearing. 
magnitude .  The dashed lines show similar forces on the low 
pressure bearing except that the thrust force is opposite . The 
resultant vector angle change, therefore, is only 20°, but the 
magnitude is increased by 40% .  
Effect on Bearing Coefficients 
Field experience has verified the effects of partial arc 
loading on rotor response. When the partial arc steam forces 
are large relative to the rotor weight ,  the entire valve opening 
sequence has to be considered. The concern is that these  forces 
can push the rotor into a sector of the bearing where the 
dynamic characteristics of the bearing would be  significantly 
different from the condition without the partial arc effect. An 
example of this involved a small ,  high power non-condensing 
turbine in service .  The sketch in Figure 28 shows the nozzle­
box valve arcs with the opening sequence. The bearing was a 4-
pad tilting pad bearing with the gravity load of the rotor 
between the pads .  Figure 29 illustrates the determination of 
the resultant load vector on the bearing for an operating point 
with two valves fully opened af rated speed and steam condi­
tions. In this particular case ,  the axial bucket thrust  load was 
insignificant and it was therefore omitted. Forces are shown for 
only one bearing, but the axial location of the nozzle box 
resulted in a very similar resultant for the other bearing. It  
should be noted that the torque force due to the partial arc 
PARTIAL-ARC O R D E R  O F  VALV E O P E N I N G  
\_ PARTIAL·  ARC 
F O R C ES 
Figure 28. Nozzle Box Valve Arcs Showing Opening Sequence 
and Direction of Tangential Forces. 
Figure 29. Resultant Bearing Load from Combined Gravity 
and Steam Torque Forces with 2 Valves Open at Rated Speed 
and Steam Conditions. Lower Half Bearing Pivot Locations 
Shown for 4 Pad, Load Between Pads, Bearing. 
increased the bearing force to almost twice the basic gravity 
load on the bearing .  This resulted in a resultant force vector 
which rotated 45° from a load between pads to  a load on the 
pad configuration. When the rotor force vector is directed 
between the pads of a 4-pad bearing,  the oil film stiffness  and 
damping coefficients are nearly symmetrical . The shaft orbits 
are reasonably circular and well damped . When the force 
vector is directed toward the pad, the coefficients in line with 
the pad are vastly different fro m  those that are perpendicular 
to the force vector .  This produces a narrow, elliptical (line) 
orbit of much greater amplitude .  Observations on a turbine in 
service verified that this l;eha ,·ior occurs . 
A description of th2 force vectors for the various 
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valve points at rated inlet s team pressure and speed are 
illustrated in Figure 30 . The second valve point at rated 
pressure clearly was the operating point where the bearing 
characteristics would change significantly . The resultant force 
vector angle has changed 45° and the force is directly in line 
with the pad pivot . A 25% reduction in inlet steam pressure at 
the same two valve point results in lower tangential torque 
forces .  Figure 30 shows the resultant vector angle is  30° instead 
of 45° for this case .  This underline s  the sensitivity of the partial 
arc effect to the steam conditions in addition to valve point, 
rotor weight and bearing type .  
Effect o n  Rotor Response 
A calculation showing the rotor response to unbalance at 
the bearing locations for the different valve points is shown in 
Figure 31 for the rated inlet steam pressure conditions .  This 
shows the effect of the changing bearing s tiffness and damping 
characteristics as the valves are opened. The bearing coeffi-
Figure 30. Resultant Force Vectors on the Bearing for Differ­
ent Sequential Partial Arcs Corresponding to Number of Open 
Valves with Inlet Steam Pressure and Speed . Also, Resultant 
Force Vector with 2 Valves Open and Reduced Inlet Steam 
Pressure. 
cients for the cases where the partial arc effect was no t  in­
cluded and for the 2 valve point at rated conditions  are shown 
in Table 4 .  The response change is significantly greater for the 
two valve condition . The bearing s t iffness  and damping 
changes resulted in increased rotor response at the rated 
speed. A review of Table 4 shows the 2 valve operation 
resulted in an increase in the direct s tiffness and damping 
terms .  Note particularly that the cros s  coupling terms are 
equivalent in magnitude to the direct terms as a result of the 
load vector being rotated 45° from the vertical . A comparison  of 
the bearing coefficients for the 2 conditions shows higher 
stiffuess and damping for the 2 valve point case .  The increase 
in response,  however, for 2 valves is  not evident fro m  the 
changes in stiffness and damping coefficients . This again dem­
onstrates the fact that rotor response is a function of the total 
system and cannot be pre-determined with any certainty by 
consideration of the bearing characteris tics alone .  
Field data was also obtained on this  particular unit . Figure 
32 shows the shaft amplitude as a function of steam flow. This 
clearly shows a trend which is consistent  with the prediction 
from Figure 3 1 .  Data was also obtained  at a reduced inlet 
pressure with two valves open .  A lower amplitude response 
was observed. This trend was also  predicted from the analysis .  
The high response at the second valve point was reduced 
by rotating the 4-pad bearing by a 25° angle in the direction of 
rotation (see "load vector" sketches in Figure 33) . This 
eliminated the condition where the resulting force vector could 
rotate to be in line with the pivot point of the pad creating a 4-
pad load on the pad configuration . A comparison of the predict­
ed unbalance response for the various valve points at  rated 
steam conditions and speed is given in Figure 33.  A compari­
son with Figure 31 demonstrates the resultant insensitivity to 
partial arc with the rotated bearing configuration. 
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Figure 31 . Calculated Rotor Response Using Bearing Coeffi­
cients Resulting from Partial Arc Vector Forces Shown in 
Figure 30. 
TABLE 4. STIFFNESS AN D DAMPING COEFFICIENT COMPARISON . N O  PARTIAL ARC V S .  2 VALVE PARTIAL ARC 
AT RATED CONDITIONS;  4 PAD BEARING.  
H P  Bearing S tiffuess ,  106 lbs . /in . H P  Bearing Damping, 103 lbs/in . /sec .  
vv VH HV HH vv VH HV H H  
N o  Partial Arc 1 . 4  . 02 . 03 1 . 4  2 . 3 . 03 . 02 2 . 3 
2 Valve Point 2 . 9  - 2 . 8  - 2. 8  2 . 8  3 . 3  - 2 . 8  - 2 . 8  3 . 3  
At Rated 
Conditions 
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VIBRATION RESPONSE TO UNBALANCE 
VS STEAM F LOW 
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Figure 32. Field Vibration Data Showing Rotor Response at 
the Low Pressure Bearing Location as a Function of Steam 
Flow and Valve Opening. 
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Figure 33. Calculated Rotor Response with Same Partial Arc 
Forces as in Figure 31 but with the Bearing Rotated 25° which 
Produces Different Bearing Coefficients . 
Design Procedure 
To avoid large . changes in bearing characteristics due to 
force vector changes ,  a design procedure is used to evaluate 
the first stage , control valve, partial arc forces due to the valve 
opening sequence . Extraction valve forces are analyzed in the 
same way. The worst case combinations of the forces from both 
control stages are then identified.  The effect of these forces 
relative to the rotor weight, the bearing loads ,  and the bearing 
type are determined. 
Another aspect of the same problem occurs in conjunction 
with turbines that have partial arc diaphragms in the steam 
path, which are required for efficiency reasons .  The diaphragm 
partial arc forces are in fixed directions but the magnitudes are 
proportional to steam flow. Even in some cases of longer, 
heavier rotors , this effect results in significant changes in the 
bearing loads ,  and can rotate the resultant rotor force vectors 
around toward the adjacent pad pivot points . 
At the present time,  the combined effects of the gravity 
forces and the partial arc forces (both control stages and 
diaphragm stages) are evaluated,  and bearings are selected so 
that the rotation of the force vector results in acceptable rotor 
response and stability . 
CONCLUSIONS 
A. Hertzian deflections, hot preload , and oil film viscosi­
ty can cause s ignificant changes in the calculated oil 
film stiffness and damping coefficients for the tilting 
pad bearings of variable speed turbines .  The com­
bined effects can cause  reductions of 30% in stiffness 
and 70% in damping at high speeds .  The Hertzian 
effect depends on the actual load-deflection character­
istics of the pad pivot .  Hot preload is the result of 
temperature gradients which exist  within the bearing 
during operation .  
B .  The total bearing support s tructure i s  complex and its 
dynamic characteristics are difficult to predict analyt­
ically. Impedance tests provide stiffuess  and damping 
data as a function of frequency. Spring-mass-damper 
models are used to incorporate the test data into the 
rotor dynamics system .  
C .  The bearing forces i n  operating turbines  include the 
combined effects of rotor gravity loads and steam 
torque reactions from control stages and from partial 
arc diaphragms .  The steam torque reactions vary as a 
function of flow, inlet steam conditions ,  and valve lift, 
and, therefore, cannot be determined in a no-load 
factory test .  The partial arc forces change the bearing 
oil film dynamic coefficients which can result in signif­
icant changes in rotor response  and critical speed 
location . 
D .  The quantitative correlation between calculated syn­
chronous vibration responses of rotors and the actual 
responses  as determined by running tests has been 
improved by the application of state of the art devel­
opments to the rotor dynamics analysis .  The qualita­
tive correlations of vibration trends over a wide speed 
range and the discrimination of responses between 
bearing locations have also improved .  
E .  The increasing power density o f  future mechanical 
drive s team turbines will require greater sophistica­
tion in predicting mechanical performance . Further 
improvements in the rotor dynamics analyses will 
evolve from detailed consideration of simplifying as­
sumptions relative to the rotor, bearing, and support 
components .  With continuing improvements in corre­
lation, the significance of these assumptions must be 
re-evaluated in terms of cumulative effects .  Some 
specific examples are : the effects of thrust bearing 
restraint and damping, mechanical impedance trans­
fer functions between bearing supports ,  interaction of 
turbine casings with rotor vibration , and the accuracy 
of predicted rotor mode shapes .  
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